CITATIONS: A BRIEF GUIDE

Because your papers will be written using endnotes rather than a parenthetical citation style, it is not necessary to include a bibliography or list of works cited. Rather, you must provide complete citation information within the endnotes. Below are examples of how various types of documents (both secondary and primary sources) should be cited. The examples are meant only to be illustrative, and the examples do not cover every type of source you might encounter. If you have questions about citing the sources you are using, please ask me.

If you are quoting from a source (or citing an argument or other information contained within a source), you must provide the page number(s). If you are referring to a source as a whole, and if the source is a journal article or chapter in an edited collection, you must identify the full range of its page numbers (e.g., 289-302 in the Gettleman citation below). It is not necessary to provide the range of page numbers for a book, but you must include page numbers if you are quoting from or referring to specific portions of the book.

After citing a source for the first time in your endnotes, you may refer to the source in abbreviated form in later notes. For example, after citing Christina Klein’s book for the first time using the format provided below, later citations would appear as Klein, Cold War Orientalism, 237 (if you were quoting or citing page 237).

SECONDARY SOURCES

Published Books


Chapters in an Edited Collection


Journal Articles

[PLEASE NOTE: You must provide the journal’s volume number (i.e., 18 in the Hess citation) and, if applicable, issue number (i.e., 2 in the Hess citation). Many of you may be locating journal articles in online databases such as JSTOR; it is not necessary to indicate their electronic origins if the online articles are pdf-style reproductions of the print versions.]


**PRIMARY SOURCES**

**Archival Documents**


Draft Script of *Full Metal Jacket*, January 1986, Script Collection, Margaret Herrick Library, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, Beverly Hills, California.


**Documents in Published Sources**


**Congressional Publications**

Mass Media


“Punishing Saddam,” 60 Minutes, May 12, 1996.

Memoirs


Online Documents

[PLEASE NOTE: Because the addresses of online sources may change, it is imperative that you provide in your citations of online documents the date on which you accessed them.]


Oral Histories

Interview of George Moudry, Minneapolis, Minnesota, September 30, 2004.